
INTRODUCTION

Who is a fashion icon? :
Fashion Icon (n) – a person or thing that is very well known as being highly fashionable

(Collins English Dictionary)
- Someone that you look up to or inspire your fashion style (Urban Dictionary)
Apparel Search considers grace, elegance, and a classic sense of style key to achieving

this “fashion icon” status.
Looking through the definitions of fashion icons, one can understand that they influence

the course of fashion amongst the masses. To be influential, the fashion icons will either be
following rules really well or be breaking them spectacularly. This feat though has been
reserved for people who are rich/ cultured/ young. Breaking the rules comes easy tothem as
their each move is considered an inspiration. But the same if taken up by anyone otherwise,
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ABSTRACT
Fashion Icon, is a person who is idolized by the masses for expressing themselves differently
and their fashion statement. She/he is a person who is brave enough to stand out in conventional
and traditional crowd. Fashion has always seen this trickle down theory, where fashion icons
start a trend, which moves down to the masses. From Madame Antoinette to Kate Middleton,
the rich have always reined the fashion icon title. When was the last time that we called
someone who is not rich as a fashion icon? In today’s time when we are now looking at fashion
in much more holistic way, it is time to not be judgmental. With the help of social media, we have
seen new brands set up and compete with the established brands and give them run for money.
The author looks at analyzing and reviewing examples of people who have risen to iconic
stature from the least expected backgrounds. These people have achieved fame and were
accepted by the masses due to their exposure on social media. The analysis will support the
debate whether only the celebrated/cultured/young people can afford to break the fashion
rules. May be it is time for Marie Antoinette’s vision of if the poor don’t have bread; let them eat
cake theory to come true.
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may be laughed over. Like, Steve Jobs wearing the same black mock turtleneck, blue jeans
and New Balance sneakers everyday is considered as a genius move. If regular people end
up wearing the same clothing everyday, they would be shamed for it, but it will never be
considered a style statement. The author here is looking if these set norms can be broken to
give that chance to ordinary people to achieve the extraordinary.

Objective of the study:
The author through this paper looks to address the following points:
Can one look beyond the usual expectations of fashion icon and redefine it?
Do fashion icons have to be from royal family or be famous to be able to achieve the

status of being a fashion icon?

History of fashion icon :
While the term “Fashion Icon” is relatively modern, fashion has always been defined

and redefined by bold visionaries throughout history. Images of today’s celebrities and fashion
mavens are ever-present, but long before the selfie, sculpture and painting captured individuals
and their fashion styling. From the times of Marie Antoinette to Frida Kahlo, from Madonna
to Miley Cyrus, these celebrities have junked rules and created style statements, which are
an inspiration to many. Fashion has seen such revolutionaries who have changed the existing
and brought a paradigm shift in the perception of fashion. But in today’s time, each and
every belief is being challenged. Terms are getting redefined and people are becoming more
and more open to accepting broader terminologies as definition against the set rules.

Can the term fashion icon be redefined? :
“ Go some distance away because then the work appears smaller and more of it can be

taken in at a glance and a lack of harmony and proportion is more readily seen.”- Leonardo
Da Vinci

For redefining the term, one needs to broaden the thinking process and let go of the
existing rules and definition. The definition of “fashion icon” should stop being so narrow and
as inaccessible as it is these days. It should be about more than just wearing the most avant-
garde or fresh-off-the-runway looks. The term “fashion icon” should extend beyond the
realm of celebrity. It is important to remember that at its root, the word “icon” refers to the
representation of a common symbol. Reverence is implied, but if someone’s style embodies
any cultural zeitgeist, then they can be considered an icon. (Petrarca, 2014)

The times are changing and one needs to consider this change. Especially after Internet
has become an integral part of daily life, and an important tool of research, it is interesting to
see how it is bringing a revolution in one’s perception.

Social media and its role in fashion icon :
Deborah Dolce, Group Brand and Marketing Director commented: “Social media is

moving people toward a wide range of fashion ideals and style icons. While celebrity culture
is still strong, we now look to a much broader base of people for inspiration from our friends
to bloggers to online style trailblazers. Social media platforms enable us to express ourselves
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freely and showcase our personal style. The dominance of social media has totally changed
the fashion industry (Dhillon, 2015). Sources of style inspiration have fundamentally changed:
fashion news often breaks exclusively via Facebook and Twitter, bloggers are now gracing
the cover of Vogue and fashion designers are live streaming their shows. This boost of social
influence is inspiring people to explore their own personal style and curate their own unique
looks to share and receive affirmation online. (Digital fashion trends: Social media a ‘big
influence on nation’s wardrobe’, 2015)

Analyzing examples to redefine the term fashion icon:
Age is just a number:

An 86-year-old tailor Ali became an inspiration for blogger Zoe Spawton, who
photographed him everyday. His sense of style and dressing became infectious and Zoe
ended up having the urge to document his style everyday and write it as blog – “ What Ali
Wore” (Spawton, 2012)

Another such example is of the 80-year-old man giving the model a run for money
when he modeled for China Fashion week in 2015. The social media went abuzz with his
sense of carrying himself. It wasn’t just about the style but also the fitness that he preached
through his act. (Strutner, 2016)

FASHION ICON: A REDEFINED PERSPECTIVE

Fig. 1 : Ali being photographed by Zoe
Spawton

All can afford it :
A 56-year-old homeless roller-skater from California, he has become a Hollywood

sensation after a group of local entrepreneurs put his nickname on a line of clothing sold in
the same Los Angeles boutique that carries jeans designed by Victoria Beckham.  (Allen-
Mills, 2007).

Another example is the Pakistani Chaiwala (tea vendor) who earned his fame when a
local girl clicked his photo.

Geeks and fashion a paradox of bygone era :
Geeks or nerds were believed to move away from fashion, but such is the spectrum of

influence emanating from the geeks, that there was even a migration of significance to the
fashion territory (Antônio). The character called “Sheldon Cooper” from the hit TV series-

Fig. 2 : The grandpa who took the fashion
world by a storm
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The Big Bang Theory went across to influence the Men’s wear segment with his geeky t-
shirts.

Colour harmony isn’t really a thing :
The social media turned out to be a source of revelation, where one saw a change in set

norms like color harmony being redefined. The Green Lady of Brooklyn’ became a household
name after she featured on the page – Humans of New York during the St. Patrick’s Day
time. Her quirky style of living, owning every single piece of garment green, inspired many
people. Her evergreen aura is infectious.

Fig. 3 : The homeless man, who went on
to walk the ramp. He also inspired
the runway look

Fig. 4: The Pakistani tea vendor, left – his
picture that went viral, right – one
of his ad shoots

Fig. 5 : Sheldon Cooper in his famous
double tee look

Fig. 6 : Elizabeth, the “Green Lady of
Brooklyn

Beyond Racism, towards beauty :
The story of 19-year-old model, Khoudia Diop, who was bullied for incredibly dark
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person, and major fashion designers know these people are out there so they can also reap
benefits by reaching customers on a new level that is more intimate and interactive, rather
than the highfalutin fashion runways (Hope, 2016)

A study from eBay Deals, cited in an article on Mashable, considered data from top
five social media networking sites during the 2013 NYFW and found that “more people are
using social media for wardrobe advice, inspiration and the latest trends,” and fashion related.
From people sharing Instagram photos and Tweets from the sidelines of top fashion runways,
people from home can interact and engage in the fashion shows just like the attendees.

Conclusion :
“It’s when ordinary people rise above the expectations and seize the opportunity that

milestones truly are reached. “ - Mike Huckabee
It’s hardly overzealous to suggest that social media’s rise has reinvented the very fiber

of fashion. Once an industry wholly fabricated by material, today’s technological milieu
assures that a modern fashion industry is equally as immaterial. It’s now the number of
followers on Instagram, Pinterest, Facebook and Twitter, rather than your experience
necessarily, that can secure you a top job.

We’ve all heard about them before – they headline the news, they are on magazine
covers everywhere and their faces are regularly featured on every TV show on fashion.
They sometimes grace the runways of Paris and Milan and are often quoted for their bits
and pieces of advice regarding fashion. They are fondly referred to as fashion icons, the
benchmarks of beauty, elegance, style and glamour (Berg). The time has come to broaden
the horizon and look at this term in a new way. Let the influence be neutral instead of from
a set group of people. Allowing this rule to be broken, one facilitates empowerment of the
people and allowing them to explore beyond the traditional. The present time is empowering

Fig. 7 : Khoudia Diop, model

skin, is an inspiration. She used her weakness
(as assumed by her bullies) as her strength
and currently enjoys over 235k + followers
on Instagram.

These are few of the many examples,
which show how man has become more
acceptable and open to change, and
embraces a positive change to pave path for
a future worthy of tomorrow

It’s not just the inspiration and influences
on major fashion designers that social media
is evolving; it’s also the way we view fashion
and the industry as a whole. For decades, a
few big names dominated the fashion industry
in a very top-down fashion but now the
average fashion blogger can influence major
designers via social media outlets. Social
media sites act as a platform for the average
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oneself beyond the set hierarchy and using this for contributing to the fashion industry in an
unique way.
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